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The genetic code expansion strategy, the recently emerged pyrrolysine (Pyl)-based system in particular, has become a generally applicable method for site-specific incorporation of unnatural amino acids (UAAs) into a protein of interest in bacteria, yeast, mammalian cells, and even in animals.[3] However, this technique has yet to be applied to intact and live viruses, which is largely due to the fragile nature as well as the complicated assembly process of many human viruses. To address this challenge, we here coupled the genetic-code expansion strategy with an engineered virus assembly process in human hepatocytes to site-specifically introduce unnatural chemical groups onto virus surface proteins by using hepatitis D virus (HDV) as a model system.

HDV has infected more than 15 million people worldwide, and currently there are no drugs clinically available against this virus. HDV is a satellite virus of human hepatitis B virus (HBV), which has infected two billion people and among them about 240 million are currently chronically infected. Both HBV and HDV share the same envelope proteins for infection of hepatocytes. Study of HBV and HDV infection has long been hampered by the lack of efficient and easily accessible in vitro infection system.[2] Recently, a bile acid transporter predominantly expressed in liver, sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP) was identified as a functional receptor for HDV and HBV.[3] The NTCP complemented human hepatoma cell line HepG2 provided a feasible in vitro infection system for studying HBV and HDV infection. However, the lack of methods to selectively label, monitor, and/or manipulate an intact virus under living conditions still restricts investigations into molecular details of the infection. Many problems are due to the distinct topological features of the critical viral proteins, as well as complex virus assembly processes.[4] For example, HDV has developed a tightly regulated assembly process to produce infectious viral particles in human hepatocytes: the HDV RNAs were first encapsulated with delta antigens and then packaged with three HBV envelope proteins, namely large (L), middle (M), and small (S) proteins, to produce the intact viral particle before being secreted to the extracellular space (Supporting Information, Figure S1).[5] The resulting HDV, with a diameter of 36 nm, is one of the smallest animal viruses known to date.[5c,6] It is therefore exceedingly difficult to chemically label this tiny virus with delicate structures under living conditions. Furthermore, the virus surface envelope proteins contain many chemically active amino acids (for example, cysteine and lysine) that are essential for virus entry in host cells.[6c] Conjugation or modification of these natural residues will severely compromise viral infectivity. A non-invasive strategy for manipulation of living viral particles without impairment of their viability and infectivity is thus highly desired.

Bioorthogonal reactions have revolutionized our ability to label and manipulate various biomolecules and even whole cells and organisms under living conditions. As a critical step for applying such chemistry for virus labeling, several approaches have been reported for installation of bioorthogonal handles, typically in the form of UAAs into proteins from sub-viral-like particle (SVP) or intact virus.[6] For instance, site-specific or residue-specific incorporation of UAAs bearing an azide or an alkyne moiety into SVP has been demonstrated in bacterial cells by several laboratories.[8a,9] These methods allow the conjugation of SVPs with various fluorescent dyes or therapeutic reagents for biomedical or biomaterial applications.[8a,10] However, SVPs are non-infectious and not suitable for investigating virus infection mechanisms. Indeed, SVPs produced from prokaryotic cells lack posttranslational modifications, particularly on their surface envelope proteins, and therefore differ from the native SVPs. Although attempts have been made to extend some of these methods for virus production in mammalian cells, such strategies typically require the metabolic replacement of a specific type of amino acid permissive only to simple groups (for example, azide and ketone) from the entire virus proteome, which may disrupt the virion assembly process or permute the vulnerable virion structure, resulting in compromised viral infectivity.[11] Taken together, a general approach for precise labeling and manipulation of intact...
living virus with high protein selectivity and site specificity has not been fully established.

Herein, we engineered the HDV assembly process to accommodate the Pyl-based genetic code expansion strategy within viable human hepatocytes, which allowed the genetic and site-specific incorporation of Pyl analogues carrying various functional handles into the surface envelope proteins of live HDV (Scheme 1 A) with high production yield. Optimization of the UAA incorporation site and the subsequent click labeling conditions ultimately permitted the attachment of a biotin molecule onto HDV surface without compromising its viability or infectivity.

Huh-7 is a commonly used human hepatocyte cell line for producing native hepatitis virus. We started by validating the compatibility of the Pyl-based system in Huh-7 cells by using green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a model protein. As illustrated in Scheme 1 B, five recently developed Pyl analogues were employed: PenK and ACPK contain an alkyne and an azide group, respectively, which can participate the CuAAC reaction for protein click labeling.[10,11] BCN bears a cyclooctyne moiety capable of participating the inverse electron-demand Diels–Alder reaction and the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition on proteins.[12] DiZPK possesses a photo-reactive diazirine for protein photocrosslinking.[13] and the lysine derivative ONBK carries a photolytically removable O-nitrobenzoyl group.[14] These five Pyl analogues can be effectively recognized by wild-type (WT) or mutant PyrRS (Supporting Information, Table S1).

Co-transfection of a plasmid encoding the corresponding PylRS variant and tRNA_{CUA} with a plasmid encoding GFP carrying an amber mutation at residue 40 (GFP-Y40-TAG) in Huh-7 cells successfully generated full-length GFP in the presence of any of these five UAAs, whereas no fluorescence was observed in the absence of UAAs or the PylRS-tRNA_{CUA} pair (Figure 1A; Supporting Information, Figure S2). Furthermore, the identity of these UAAs incorporated GFP was verified by mass spectrometry analysis (Supporting Information, Figures S3–S7). We then went on to test the incorporation of these UAAs into residues located at Pre S1, Pre S2, or S domain on HBV L protein (Scheme 1 A). Immunoblotting analysis confirmed that all of these five UAAs can be incorporated into L protein by their corresponding PylRS variant and tRNA_{CUA}, and the incorporation efficiency was varied depending on the specific incorporation site (Figure 1B).

Next, before moving to live virus, we tested the production of HBV/HDV SVP carrying a site-specifically incorporated PenK capable of bioorthogonal labeling. The SVP, with a diameter about 22 nm, is secreted in large excess (100000-fold excess) than the intact virus and are easier to handle.[15] By incorporating PenK at the residue S280 on S protein, a large amount of SVP, termed SVP-S280PenK, were assembled and secreted from Huh-7 cells, whereas no SVP was detected without the addition of PenK or the PylRS-

**Figure 1.** Encoding UAAs in human hepatocytes by the Pyl-based system. A) Huh-7 cells transfected with plasmids encoding the PylRS-tRNA_{CUA} pair and GFP-Y40-TAG with and without the indicated Pyl analogues (1 mm final concentration) were visualized by fluorescent microscopy. All images are in the same scale (scale bar: 100 μm). B) Western blotting analysis using the mouse monoclonal antibody-HDV 2D3 that specifically recognizes residues 19–33 of the Pre S1 domain on L protein. The expression of HBV L protein with the Pyl analogues at indicated sites in Huh-7 cells was detected by 2D3.
The intensity, retention time, and molecular weight of both the biotin-CuI/BPS was used at a ratio of 1:2, indicating that excess amount of BPS may quench this reaction (Supporting Information, Figure S18), incorporation of PenK at residue F34 on L protein at a yield comparable to that of WT-HDV. A modest yield was achieved by incorporation PenK at residue R87. By contrast, installation of PenK at S280 significantly reduced the virus production yield (Figure 3A). We then examined the infectivity of the produced HDV variants by using HBV/HDV receptor NTCP complemented HepG2-NTCP infection system. The HDV infections were first quantified by real time RT-PCR. HDV RNA levels in HepG2-NTCP cells inoculated with HDV-F34PenK was comparable to that of WT-HDV (Figure 3B). The high infectivity of the UAA-bearing virus was further confirmed by staining the intracellular delta antigen accumulated in the infected cells 8 days after infection (Figure 3C), which could be inhibited by viral entry inhibitors (for example, anti-HBsAg mAb-17B9, anti-preS1 mAb-2D3, and HBV Pre S1 peptide-myr59) in a similar fashion as WT-HDV (Supporting Information, Figure S17).

Notably, although HDV variants carrying PenK at several additional sites (for example, T95, L120) on its surface L protein also showed similar infectivity as WT-HDV (Supporting Information, Figure S18), incorporation of PenK at the S280 site on the surface S protein dramatically reduced its infectivity (Figure 3B,C), which indicated that the HDV production is limited by the expression level of S protein. Alternatively, certain residues in S protein such as S280 have a lower tolerance with chemical modifications. Notably, the infectivity of HDV carrying a site-specifically incorporated BCN was much lower than that of HDV bearing PenK at the same site, which may be attributed to the cytotoxicity during
viral production (Supporting Information, Figure S19). Furthermore, the photocrosslinker DiZPK was also used to replace residues located at the potential receptor binding region in the N termini of the Pre S1 domain (residues 8–16). However, none of the HDV variants we generated exhibited infectious capability comparable to that of WT-HDV, indicating that all of these residues are essential for HDV infection. Alternatively, installation of DiZPK in a nearby region (residue R24, F34, or R46) maintained HDV infectivity (Supporting Information, Figure S20). Considering those regions might also involve in viral binding, such HDV variants may be used in combination with protein photocrosslinking to identify other potential virus binding partners on human hepatocytes.

To further confirm the incorporation and surface presentation of PenK, the azide-tagged Cy3 was used to label virus-like particles bearing PenK at residue S280 (S280PenK) by a ligand-assisted CuAAC reaction. The recently developed CuAAC accelerating ligand BTTPS (3-(4-((bis((1-tert-butyl-1H-1,2,3-triazol-4-yl)methyl)amino)methyl)-1H-1,2,3-triazol-1-yl)propyl hydrogen sulfate) was used instead of BPS, which further lowered the toxicity of CuI ions to live virus as well as hepatocyte cells. Upon inoculation of S280PenK, immunostaining of the S envelope protein by an Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated antibody demonstrated excellent colocalization with the azide-Cy3 fluorophore on host cell membrane (Supporting Information, Figure S21). As a control, when WT-HDV was incubated with the cells followed by immunostaining with the same antibody, only green but not red fluorescence was observed (Supporting Information, Figure S21). The uptake process was then monitored by tracing these Cy3-labeled particles, which showed internalization into HepG2-NTCP cells 12 h post-inoculation (Supporting Information, Figures S22–S24). Therefore, our fluorescent labeling procedure using the ligand-assisted CuAAC on viral surface proteins may be applied to study cellular entry process of the hepatitis D virus.

Finally, we demonstrated the enrichment of HDV bearing an alkyne residue at different incorporation sites (HDV-PenK) on its surface. WT-HDV and HDV-PenK were produced in Huh-7 cells and PEG precipitation was used for concentrating and purifying the virus before being conjugated with azide-biotin by BTTPS-assisted CuAAC. To examine the labeling efficiency, the biotinylated viruses were purified by a second round of PEG precipitation to remove the CuI catalyst, ligand, as well as ascorbic acid before being enriched by streptavidin C1 dynabeads (Supporting Information, Figure S25). As expected, the pull-down efficiency of these PenK bearing HDV variants was remarkably higher than the native HDV without an alkyne handle (Figure 4A). Importantly, the HDV-PenK virus was highly infectious: more than 50% of the infectivity of biotinylated and purified HDV-L120PenK was maintained comparing to WT-HDV (Figure 4B). The reduced infectivity of PenK bearing HDV may...
be due to the damage of HDV during the labeling or purification process or the bulky biotin moiety displayed on HDV surface. The infectivity of biotinylated HDV was also confirmed by immunohistochemistry analysis on the accumulation of HDV delta antigens in HepG2-NTCP cells (Supporting Information, Figure S26). Furthermore, the integrity of the labeled virus and the specificity of our UAA labeling strategy was further demonstrated by an infection depletion experiment (Supporting Information, Figure S25). Comparing to WT-HDV, the infectivity of biotin-conjugated HDV-PenK variants were diminished after removal of the labeled virus and the specificity of our UAA labeling strategy was further demonstrated by an infection depletion experiment (Supporting Information, Figure S25). Comparing to WT-HDV, the infectivity of biotin-conjugated HDV-PenK variants were diminished after removal of the labeled virus with streptavidin beads (Figure 4B; Supporting Information, Figure S26).

In summary, by taking advantage of the unique assembly process of HDV in culture, we applied the genetic-code expansion strategy for site-specifically incorporation of UAA beyond the canonical twenty amino acids into the surface proteins of living virus. We engineered the HDV assembly process to incorporate a panel of Pyl analogues bearing diverse functionalities into the HBV envelope protein with high site specificity and fidelity, which were assembled with the pre-generated HDV RNA and delta antigen into the intact HDV in human hepatocytes. Infectivity of these viruses can be fully maintained by optimization of the HDV incorporation site on virus surface. We further demonstrated the ligand-assisted CuAAC for selective labeling and biotin/streptavidin enrichment of live HDV without much loss of their infectivity. Owing to the fragile nature as well as the close interactions engaged between HDV and host cells, the yield and infectivity of HDV variants bearing UAA at different incorporation sites were significantly varied, which underlines the importance for site-specific engineering of chemical activities on virus surface. To our knowledge, this study provides the first example in which unnatural functionalities were site-specifically incorporated into proteins from an intact and infectious virus, and subsequently reacted with labeling probes under living conditions. Our strategy may provide a generally applicable approach for engineering and precise labeling of diverse mammalian virus that remains difficult to manipulate using conventional methods.
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Site-Specific Engineering of Chemical Functionalities on the Surface of Live Hepatitis D Virus

Precise virus labeling: The genetic code expansion strategy was coupled with an engineered virus assembly process in human hepatocytes to produce intact human hepatitis D virus (HDV) bearing a genetically encoded unnatural amino acid. The resultant HDV virions, with one type of five different pyrrolysine analogues introduced site-specifically into virus surface proteins, exhibited near wild-type viability and infectivity.